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Announcements

I Problem Set # 1 has been posted on Canvas

I Due date: September 5 at 11:59PM

I You are encouraged to work in groups (up to 4 people)

I Office Hours

I Tuesdays, 4:30-5:30PM and Fridays, 4:30-5:30PM

I Starting Week 36 (next week)
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Part 1 of this Course: Data You Want vs. Data You Have

I Business decision-makers never have all the data they want

I about their customers

I about their employees’ productivity

I about their competitors

I If you can only collect a sample of data

I How should you select that sample?

I What can you say about the overall “population”?
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Agenda for Today

I Samples and Surveys (Chapter 13)

I Sampling methods

I Biased samples

I Sampling Variation and Quality (Chapter 14.1-14.2)

I Sampling distribution of the mean

I Control limits

I Stata

I do and log files

I Exercise
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J.D. Power and Associates

I A global marketing information services firm, specializing in
customer satisfaction

I Best known product is the “Initial Quality Study,” which
assesses car quality

I How is the best car model determined?
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How is the best car model determined?

I Focus on a subset of new-car owners (a sample)
I Should ensure that survey respondents are selected randomly

from the population
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Initial Quality Study, 2019 Results
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Definitions

I Population: the entire collection of interest

I Sample: a subset of the population

I Survey: ask questions to a sample to learn about the population

I Representative: samples that reflect the mix
in the entire population; this is the type of sample we want

I Bias: systematic error in selecting the sample

There is one population but many different samples.
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How do we get a representative sample?

I The best way to get a representative sample is to pick
members of the population at random

I A random sample is representative of the whole population

I Randomization eliminates bias and allows us to infer
characteristics of the population from the sample

I Randomization ensures that, on average, a sample mimics
the population
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Example: Two Random Samples from a Population

I Suppose we have a database of all individuals who bought a
new car in 2018 (3.5 million people)

I We took one sample of 8,000 people (Sample 1)

I We took another sample of 8,000 people (Sample 2)

I Notation: N (population size) and n (sample size)

I What’s the point? We can’t survey survey the whole
population, but with randomization, we obtain samples
that look like the population
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How do we randomize?

I We take a simple random sample (SRS)

I A sample of size n is chosen randomly from the population

I SRS assigns an equal chance to every combination of n
members of the population

I SRS is the gold standard to which all other sampling methods
are compared

I To get a SRS, we first need to identify the sampling frame

I A list from which to draw the sample

I We want the sampling frame to list every member of the
population of interest

I But often, the list we have 6= the list we want

I Example: Election polling
I Population of interest: people who will vote
I Sampling frame: people aged 18 and above who can vote
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Algorithm for taking a SRS
Suppose we have a database of individuals who bought a new car
in 2018, and we want a sample size of n = 5 people for the survey

Step 1: Open the database (this is our sampling frame)

In Stata: use /users/fenella/desktop/sampling frame.dta
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Algorithm for taking a SRS

Step 2: Add a column of random numbers

In Stata: generate random number = runiform()
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Algorithm for taking a SRS
Step 3: Sort the rows using the random numbers from Step 2

In Stata: sort random number

Step 4: Those in the first n = 5 rows identify a SRS
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What are potential problems with a SRS?
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Alternatives to SRS

1. Stratified Random Sample

I A sample derived from random sampling within subsets of
similar items known as strata

I Two-step process:

I Divid the sampling frame into strata

I Use SRS to select items from each strata

I Why do we care? Stratified random sampling allows us to
capture specific portions of the population
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Alternatives to SRS

2. Cluster Sampling

I A type of stratified sampling that groups the population into
conveniently surveyed geographic clusters

I Three-step process:

I Divide the population into geographic clusters

I Randomly select clusters

I Randomly choose item within selected clusters

I Why do we care? Can reduce the costs of interviewing,
especially in an in-person national survey
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Alternatives to SRS

3. Voluntary Response Sample

I A sample of people who volunteered to participate in a survey

I Not representative of the population; usually biased towards
those with strong opinions

4. Convenience Sampling

I A sampling method that selects those who are readily available

I Not representative of the population

I Example: Surveys done at a shopping mall/on the streets; the
interviewer tends to select people who look easy to interview
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Biased samples

I We assume we have unbiased samples in much of this course

I But you always need to think about biased samples

I Two issues to think about:

1. Selection into the sample

2. Survey design and implementation
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Selection into sample

I Key question: Who is in the sample? Who is not?

I Those included in the sample should not be systematically
different from those excluded

I Some potential sources of bias

I Response bias: those who respond to the survey are not the
same as the average person in the population

I Survivor bias: “Planes coming home from battle have bullet
holes everywhere but the engine and cockpit, so we should put
armor everywhere but the engine and cockpit.
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Survey design and implementation

I How were questions asked? Survey wording matters

I Example from a Pew Research Survey

I Should it be illegal for doctors to give terminally ill patients
the means to end their lives? 51% said yes

I Should it be illegal for doctors to assist terminally ill
patients in committing suicide? 44% said yes

I For in-person interviews, the interviewer and the actual
interview situation (e.g., location) can also affect responses
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In summary: Some questions to ask whenever you get data

I What was the sampling frame? Does it match the population?

I Is the sample a SRS? If not, what is the sampling design?

I If data are from a survey:

I What is the rate of nonresponse?

I How was the question worded?

I Did the interviewer affect the results?

I Does survivor bias affect the data?
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Estimating Parameters

I Using the data from our sample, we can calculate sample
statistic, a characteristic observed in the sample

I Our goal is to use sample statistics to say something about
population parameters, a characteristic of the population
(usually unobserved)

I Sample statistics are used to estimate the population
parameters

I For example, we might use the sample mean to estimate the
population mean
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Notation: Sample Statistics and Population Parameters
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Sampling Variation

I There is one population but many different samples

I So the value of the sample statistic will differ from sample to
sample; this variability is called sampling variation

I It is the price we pay for working with a sample rather than
the population

I For example, the sample mean won’t necessarily be close to
the population mean

I But if we have a random sample, statistics allow us to quantify
the effects of sampling variation and reach conclusions about
the population
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Example of Sampling Variation: Coin Toss

Imagine flipping a coin 10 times. If the coin is fair, what is the
proportion of heads that you should get?

Sample # 1

Sample # 2

Sample # 3
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Example of Sampling Variation: Coin Toss
Do this 1,000 times, and we get 1,000 values of p̂. If we plot these
p̂ in a histogram, it would look like this:

I Most p̂ cluster around p = 0.5, the population proportion

I But some p̂ are lower or higher than 0.5

I This variability in the value of p̂ from sample to sample is
sampling variation
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Sample Statistics are Random Variables

I Because of sampling variation, sample statistics (e.g., the
sample proportion p̂, the sample average X̂ ) are random
variables)

I Sample statistics have a mean (e.g., E (p̂), E (X )) and
variance (e.g., Var(p̂), Var(X ))

I Sample statistics have a probability distribution; this
distribution is called the sampling distribution
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Application: Sampling Variation and Quality Control

What is quality control? How do manufacturers test quality?
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Application: GPS Chips

I Manufacturers use a Highly Accelerated Life Test (HALT) to
check that GPS chips are manufactured as designed

Test No. Vibration Voltage Temperature

1 Low Normal 50◦

2 None +15% 50◦

...
...

...
...

15 High +60% 130◦

I Engineers take a random sample of 20 chips everyday

I Each sampled chip undergoes HALT

I If the chip fails on the 1st test, HALT score = 1

I If the chip fails on the 2nd test, HALT score = 2

I If the chip endures all 15 tests, HALT score = 16

I Each sampled chip will have a HALT score (an integer 1 to 16)
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Random Variation or Faulty Production?

I Suppose that engineers who designed the production line say
that when manufacturing is functioning properly, on average
the chips should have a HALT score of 7 with a SD of 4

I The population parameters are µ = 7 and σ = 4

I Let’s also assume that the HALT scores are independent

I Even when manufacturing is functioning properly, there is
variation in HALT scores

I Not every chip is going to have a HALT score of 7: some chips
will do better, other chips will do worse

I How can we use the sample of 20 HALT scores to decide
if production is working well (or to stop production)?

I Take the sample average of the HALT scores, X

I For large n, X is approximately normally distributed

I Use normal distribution to construct control limits
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The Sample Average X

I Also called the sample mean

I Average of n individual measurements from a population,
where n is the sample size

X =
X1 + X2 + . . .+ Xn

n

I Each Xi is drawn from the same population, so all Xi ’s have
the same mean µ and SD σ

I Example: GPS chips

I We have n = 20, so X = X1+X2+...+X20

20

I Each of X1, . . . ,X20 is a HALT score of a sampled chip

I X1, . . . ,X20 all have the same mean (µ = 7) and SD (σ = 4)

I Important! X is a r.v. and it has a sampling distribution
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Example: GPS chips
If the manufacturing process is working as designed, what is E (X )?
What is Var(X )? Assume that HALT scores are independent.
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Benefits of Averaging: (1) Reduces Variance

(a) Individual
HALT scores

(b) Average HALT scores across 54
days, samples of 20 chips per day

The sample-to-sample variance of daily average HALT score is
smaller than the variance of individual HALT scores

I If we look at 1 chip at random, we might get a really “good”
chip or a really “bad” chip

I If we look at 20 chips, more likely a mix of “good” and “bad”
chips; a sample of 20 “bad” chips less likely
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Benefits of Averaging: (2) Normality

(a) Individual
HALT scores

(b) Average HALT scores across 54
days, samples of 20 chips per day

The distribution of the sample average will be approx. normal,
regardless of the distribution of the underlying observations

I For large enough sample size n, follows from Central Limit
Theorem (sentralgrenseteoremet)

I Why do we care? Allows us to define “unusual” outcomes,
which would signal faulty production
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Central Limit Theorem (sentralgrenseteoremet)

I Suppose that E (Xi ) = µ and SD(Xi ) = σ. The theorem tells
us that for sufficiently large n, X is approximately normally
distributed with mean µ and variance σ2/n. That is,

X ∼ N
(
µ,
σ2

n

)
I Example: GPS chips. If the manufacturing process is working

as designed,

X ∼ N
(

7,
42

20

)
I When is the sample size large enough? We use the following

sample size condition

I A normal model provides an accurate approximate of the
sampling distribution of X if the sample size n is larger than 10
times the absolute value of the sample kurtosis, n > |10 · K4|
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What is kurtosis?

I Denoted as K4 and calculated as

K4 =
z41 + z42 + . . .+ z4n

n
− 3, where zi =

xi − x

s

I If the data are normally distributed, K4 ≈ 0

I Measures how much mass is in the tails, and therefore, how
much of the variance arises from outliers

I Higher kurtosis means that outliers are more likely

I In our GPS chips example: suppose we find K4 ≈ −1.

I Do our data meet the sample size condition?

I What model describes the sampling distribution of X?
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Recap

I The sample mean is X = X1+X2+...+Xn
n

I Each Xi is drawn from the same population, so they all have
the same mean µ and SD σ

I X is a random variable because the value of X differs every
time we take a different sample

I Because X is an r.v., it has a probability distribution function;
this function is called the sampling distribution

I Even though we may not know what the sampling distribution
of X is, we can use the Central Limit Theorem

I If the sample size condition is met, X ∼ N (µ, σ2/n)

I Why do we care about the sampling distribution of X? It tells us
if the sample average we seen in our data is a common outcome

I In our GPS chips example: an uncommon
sample average could mean that production is not working well
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Control Limits

I Sampling distribution tells us what the typical outcomes are
when the manufacturing process is working as designed

I We should expect the sample average HALT score to be near 7

I What if the sample average HALT score we get is 5?

I It could be that the process is operating correctly, but with
“bad luck” we got a rare outcome in our sample

I It could also be that the process is not working as designed

I How to make a decision to continue or to stop production?

I Control limits provide an approach to this question
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Control Limits

I A control limit is a threshold that determine whether a
process should be allowed to continue or not

I If X lies within the range

µ− L ≤ X ≤ µ+ L

then X is close enough to µ and we should continue
production; otherwise, X is too far from µ and we should stop
the process to find the problem

I To construct the control limit, we need L
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How to pick L in the control limit µ− L ≤ X ≤ µ + L?

I The choice of L affects the likelihood of Type I and Type II errors

I Type I error: taking action when you don’t need to
(false positive)

I Type II error: failing to act when you should have
(false negative)
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Exercise: Type I or Type II Error?

(a) A jury convicts an innocent defendant

(b) A retailer fails to stock fashion items that become popular in
the coming season

(c) A diagnostic test fails to detect the presence of a serious virus
infection

(d) A company hires an applicant who is not qualified for the
position
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Example: GPS Chips
Suppose that the production line is shut down when the sample
mean HALT score is less than 6 or more than 8, what is the
probability of Type I error?
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Balancing Type I and Type II Errors

I The control limit is µ− L ≤ X ≤ µ+ L

I Should we pick a big or small L?

I A big L (wide control limit) reduces the chance of Type I error

I A small L (narrow control limit) reduces the chance of Type II

I Cannot simultaneously reduce the chances for both

I Control limits are determined by focusing on Type I errors

I The probability of a Type I error is typically set at 5% or 1%

I P(|Z | > 1.96) = 0.05

I P(|Z | > 2.58) = 0.01
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Example: GPS Chips
Suppose the manager’s tolerance for Type I error is 5%. What is
the control limit that he/she should set?


